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Cautions

1.Please do not look directly at IR lamp at a close distance, otherwise it will cause damage to 

eyes!

2.The IR lamp will focus much energy when it is turned on. It is strictly prohibited to aim at com-

when not in use, or make the device into sleep mode! 

3.Please use rechargeable battery with rated voltage of 3.7V.

4.Do not disassemble the device without permission. Please contact the seller or manufacturer in 

time if there is any problem, otherwise it will be considered to give up the warranty service!

Note: Only suitable for charging voltage below �v. Do not charge the device with voltage 
over �v.
Note: 

 





Components

2*Hex-nut wrenches; 1* Cotton bag; 1*Power Adapter;

Storage card is not included. Please prepare a TF card (128g maximum) for data storage.

Installation
1. Battery 

Please use lithium chargeable 3.7V battery 18650. Remove battery compartment cap and make sure setting the positive polar 

towards to the direction inward. Put the cap back and rotate it tightly. 

2. Adjustments

Turn on the device after the installation of battery. First, rotate and adjust the eyepiece dioptre adjustment ring until you see the 

four-character icon on the screen ( there's no need to see a crisp image ), then rotate the Objective lens adjustment ring until 

3. Adapter installation

the black tapes can also help.



Menu Instructions

�.Center Position Adjustment

�.Picture in Picture

�.Picture in Picture Adjustment



 �.Power on Digital Zoom

�.Power on Color

�.Default IR Luminance
�.OLED Brightness

�.Auto Record



�.Cycle Record

��.Time Stamp

��.Record Audio

��.Playback

��.WiFi



��.Date/Time

��.Language
��.Format
��.Default setting

��.EV Compensate



APP Download/Connection

Sytong-HT-88-60FB00794543

Sytong-HT-88-60FB00794543

Select wifh"Stong- ..."and connect
(WIFI password : 12345678)



Model HT-88 Battery 18650X1 Dimenstions
115.4×61.55

×103mm

1X-3.5X
resolution

1440X1080

Voltage 3.7V IR wavelength 850nm/940nm IR power

IR detection
distance

300m Output type MP4 Data 
transmission

30fps Battery life Recording 
resolution

1440X1080

Storage type 270g
rating

IP66



Thank you for buying this product, we will comply with the warranty terms to provide you with the highest quality 

service. 

(1) This warranty card shall be provided at the same time.

accordingly and the maintaince service is for free. 

No warranty will be provided if the damage is caused by the following reasons:

(1) Do not disassemble the night vision device by yourself. If there is any trouble,please contact the factory in time. If 

(2) All damage caused by human factors or accidental product damage, including use in abnormal working conditions, 

damage caused by failure to follow the instructions 

and installation, is not covered by the warranty. 

Warranty


